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FINITELY  GENERATED  SUBMODULES  OF DIFFERENTIABLE
FUNCTIONS

B.  ROTH

Abstract. Suppose [êm(Q.)lv is the Cartesian product of the

space of real-valued m-times continuously differentiable functions

on an open set Q. in R" with itself /Mimes where m is finite and

O is connected. [Sm{ß)Y is a <im(Q)-module. The finitely generated

submodules of [gm(Çï)\> are im(F) where F: [Sm(0.)]"^[Sm(u.)]" is

a pxq matrix (fi,)1¿i¿p,1¿j¿Q,fijeém(Q). In the present paper,

it is shown that im(F) is closed in [ám(Q)]" if and only if the rank

of the matrix (fi¡{x))i%i¿v.\¿i¿a is constant for x £ Q. Applica-

tions are made to systems of division problems for distributions.

1. Introduction. Let é'm(ü.) denote the algebra of real-valued m-times

continuously differentiable functions on an open set Q in Rn equipped with

the topology of uniform convergence of all derivatives of order ^zzz on all

compact subsets of O. Throughout we assume that zzz is finite and Q. is

connected.

Let [Sm(Q)\v denote the Cartesian product of ém(Q.) with itself p-times

equipped with the product topology. Then \Sm(Q)]p is a Fréchet space and

a <^m(Í2)-module. We here characterize the finitely generated submodules

of [<#m(Q)]p which are closed in [Sm(Q)]v. Interest in closed finitely gen-

erated submodules of [Sm(Q.)]v stems primarily from their connection by

duality with systems of division problems for distributions (see §3).

2. The main result. Consider the finitely generated submodule M =

{gJi+■ ■ -+g&-gx, ■ • •.g« e ^m(Û)} of r/"(Q)]» wheref,= (fh, ■ ■ ■ ,fpj) e
[£m(Çï)Y> for l^j^q. Let F be the pxq matrix (/«)is<s».isis«- Then

F: Ufm(Çï)]q^[êm(Q)]p and im(F)= M. Our main result is that M=im(F)

is closed in [^"(Q)]" if and only if the rank of F(x)=(/;.í(x))1g¡Sí,,lá3.Sí

is constant for x e O.

The sufficiency of the condition that rank(F(x)) be constant is a direct
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consequence of Malgrange's characterization of the closure of a submod-

ule of differentiable functions [1, Corollary 1.6, p. 25]. For continuous

functions, that is, when m=0, the necessity of the condition that rank(F(x))

be constant can be shown using the open mapping theorem (see [4,

Theorem 3.1 ]). However, in general, a different method of proof is required.

Assuming that M=im(F) is closed in [<om(Q.)]'p, we have im(F')= [ker(F)]x

where F': [S'm(u)]v^[S'm(Çï)]'1 is the transpose of F. Assuming that

rank(F(x)) is not constant on Q, we find a ¿/-tuple of distributions

(^••-.^elkeriiO]1

such that for somey, 1 ̂ j^q, the support of Ti consists of a single point

where the rank of Fis "changing" and the order of Ti is "large". Therefore

F'(SU ■■■ , S,)=(Tlt ■■■%Tq) for some (Su ■ ■ • , Sp) e [S'm(ü)Y which

is impossible because the order of Tj is too large.

We first prove a lemma establishing the existence of a (7\, ■ ■ • , TA e

[ker(F)]-1 with the appropriate properties.

Lemma 2.1.    Suppose F=(/,)1Sia3) 1SiSa, f{j eêm(u). Suppose

a e bd{x e Í2: rank(F(x)) = r}    where r=max{rank(F(x)): x e Q).

Let s=rank(F(a)). Then there exists (Tx, ■ ■ ■ ,TA e [ker(F)]x such that:

(1) for someju • • ■ ,/, F3l = - ■ - = 7^=0 and the j\, ' ' ' ,j, columns of

F(d) are linearly independent;

(2) for some j$+1, supp(Th+) = {a} and ordcr(TJs+) = m—k where k

is the largest integer ^m such that the determinant of every (s+l)x(s+l)

submatrix of F with rank s at a vanishes at a together with all derivatives of

order ^k.

Proof. If s=0, the lemma asserts that there exists (T1} • • • , TA e

[ker(F)]± such that for some/ l^j^Lq, supp(F3) = {a} and order(F3) =

m—k where k is the largest integer <m such that every f¡ vanishes at a

together with all derivatives of order ^k. Since the proof for s=0 is

similar to the proof for i>0, we assume i>0.

Let k be as in (2). If k=m, then there exists an (5+l)x (s+l) sub-

matrix of F with rank j at a which is nonsingular at every point of a se-

quence {X[} in Q. with x^a since a e bd{x eu: rank(F(x))=r}. If k<m,

then there exists an (s+1) x (s+l) submatrix of F with rank s at a whose

determinant has a zero of order exactly A: at a by our choice of k. In each

case, for simplicity suppose that (/¿.,)irs¿,.¡áS+i is the (i-(-l)x(5-|-l) sub-

matrix of Fand the first s columns of (fij(a))i¿itjas+i are linearly inde-

pendent.
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Consider (gx, • • • , gt) £ ker(F). Then

fxxgx + ■■■ + fug« = 0,

/<s+i)i£i + • • ■ +Ás+mg, = °-

For 1<í2sí+1, multiply the zth row of this system of equations by the

cofactor of/¿(s+1) in (fi,)i¿i,}¿s+i- Adding the equations thus obtained, we

find that digi+- ■ -+dQgQ=0 where for l^j^q,

(fn      •■■     fu       fu \

I

/(s+l)l '     fs+l)s    /(s+l)j7

Clearly dx=- ■ -=¿4=0 so ds+1gs+1+• • -+dQgQ=0 for all (gx, ■ ■ ■ , ga) e

ker(F).

Define D: [<f»(Q)]«--*«í"»(Q)by £>(/z1; • • • , ha_s)=ds+1hx+- ■ -+dqha_s.

Then whenever (gx, ■ ■ ■ , g„) e ker(F), we have (gs+1, • • • , g„) e ker(F>).

If k=m, then ds+1 is nonzero at every point of a sequence {x¡} in D. with

x¡—>-a, while if k<m, then each d¡, s+l^j^q, has a zero of order at

least k at a and ds+1 has a zero of order exactly k at a. Applying Lemma

3.1 of [2, p. 215] if zc = zzz and Lemma 3.2 of [2, p. 215] if zc<zw, we find

thatthereexistsiFi,- • •, Tq_s)e [ker(D)]1 such that for somej,lSj^q—s,

supp(F3) = {a} and ordtr(Tj)=m-k. Then (0, • • • , 0, Tlt • ■ ■ , T„_s) e

[ker(F)]1 and satisfies (1) and (2).

Theorem 2.1. Suppose F=ifi})léiíí7)ilS)S5, fu £ <^m(0). The finitely

generated submodule M = im(F) of [im(D)]v is closed in [Éfm(Q)]!> if and

only if the rank q/"F(x)=(/!J(x))1SiSp 1SjSa is constant for x £ Q.

Proof. Suppose M = im(F) is closed in [Sm(Q)Y but rank(F(x)) is not

constant on Q. Let r=max{rank(F(x)): x e O}. Since Í2 is connected, there

exists a=(ax, • • ■ ,a„)ehd{x eQ: rank(F(x))=r}. Let s=rank (F(a)).

By Lemma 2.1, there exists (7\, ■ ■ ■ , TQ) e [ker(F)]x satisfying (1) and (2)

where we assume for the sake of simplicity that_/1=l, ■ • • ,js=s,js+1=s+l.

Since im(F) is closed in [Sm(Í2)]p, the closed range theorem for Fréchet

spaces implies that im(F')=[ker(F)]1 where F': Km(Í2)]p^Km(ü)]« is

the transpose of F. Hence there exists (5X, • • ■ , Sp) e [#"m(Q)]" with
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F'(SU • ■ • , SP)=(TU ■■■, TA. Letting/'3=/¿ for l^i<q, l^júp, we

have

/ÍA + ---+/íá = íí«o,

f slSi + ' '    + f sv'-'p —   's — 0,

/(s+Dl^l + + fis+DpSp = Ts+i-

By (1), the columns of (fij(a))1£iiPASjrís are linearly independent so i rows

of (fij(a))i¿i¿v¡i¿jis are linearly independent, say for simplicity the first

s rows. Then det(/'5(a))lâi ^^detí/^a))^, iSs^0. For l^/^s+l,

multiply the ith row in the above system of equations by the cofactor of

/'(s+i) in (fii)m.jis+i- Adding the equations thus obtained we find that

giSi + ■ ■ ■ + gpSp = det(/,'3-)iái ,jSsTs+i,

where for 1 ̂ j^p,

(f 11      " fu        fu   \

I
/(s+Dl '     f (s+l)s    f(s+l)i'

By our choice of k in (2), the functions g1; • • • , gp each vanish at a together

with all derivatives of order ^k. And by (2), supp(F) = {a} and order(F)=

m-k where F=det(/;)1S¿,jäsTs+1 since det(f¿(a))iei,j£s?éO.

The equationg1S1 + ■ ■ ■+g])SJI=T together with Malgrange's character-

ization of the closure of a submodule of differentiable functions leads to a

contradiction. To see this, define G: é'm(Q.)^[é'm(Q.)]p by G(h)=(gji,

•■■ , gPh) and let G': [ê"m(Q)]J>~>-S"m(a) be the transpose of G. Then

G'(SU ■ • • , S„)=g1S1+ ■ ■ • +gPSP=T. Define/e<f™(0) by/(x1; • • •, xn) =

(xl—a1)l + - ■ - + (xn—an)1 where / is an even integer >m. Define g e$m(C£)

by g(xx, • • • , xn) = (x1-aiY1 ' ■ ■ (xn-anY" where xu • • • , a„ are chosen

so that «!+• • • + u.n=m—k and d\x • • • 3*"<50 appears with a nonzero

coefficient in T.

Then G'(fSlt • ■ ■ ,fSP)=fT=0 and thus (fSu ■ ■ ■ ,fSP) e ker(G')=A-L
where N=im(G) is a submodule of [ém(ü)Y. Hence (Su ■ ■ ■ , Sp) e (fN)1.

For x e fl, let J* be the natural mapping of [S"n(ü)]p onto [<fm(£2)]î7[/™P

where J™ is the ideal in <om(ü.) consisting of all functions which vanish at x

together with all derivatives of order 5?m. Then T™(fN) and T™(gN) are

both the zero submodule in [<?m(Q)]p/[.CP- And for x e Q, x^a, we have
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TZigN^TZifN) since /(x)#0. By Malgrange's theorem [1, Corollary

1.6, p. 25], we conclude that cl(gN)<= cl(fN) and hence (fN)1<^(gN)±.

Therefore (S1} ■ • • , Sv) e igN)1 and thus igSx, " , gSv) e 7Yx=ker(G').

Hence 0=G'igSx, ■ • ■ ,gS„)=gT. But gT^O since ft1 • • • 9""<5a appears

with a nonzero coefficient in F. This contradiction completes the proof

of the necessity that rank(F(x))be constant on Q.

Conversely, suppose rank(F(x))=r for all x £ Q. Consider (A1; • • • , A„) £

cl(M). Then Malgrange's theorem says that (Als • • • , A„) is pointwise in

M, that is, TTihx, ■■■ ,hv)e F™(M) for all xeü. This fact enables us to

find igx, ■■■,ga)e h?m(Q)]« with Figx, • • • , g9)=(A1; • • • , A„) and thus

(A1; •••,AP)£im(F)=M.

Since the case r=0 is trivial, we assume r>0. There exists a locally

finite open covering {Q.J of Q with the property that for each Oa there

exists anrxr submatrix of F which is nonsingular at every x e Qa. Using

a partition of unity argument, it is easy to see that it suffices to find

(gi,---,gQ)e[<?m(n„)]p with F(gx,---,gq)=(hx,---,K) in Oa for

each a.

Suppose Qa is a member of the open covering. Then some rxr sub-

matrix of F is nonsingular at every x e Qa, say for simplicity(y¡-,)lsí¿,J.Sr.

Then the system of equations

fxxgx + •■• +flrgr = hx,

frlgl  + • • •  + frrgr = K,

can be uniquely solved in Oa for functions gx, • • • , gT £ Sm(Q.A. Consider

(gx, -".ft) e [/*(OJ]« where g,=0 for r<;^.
We claim that Figx, •• , gq) = ihx, ■■• ,hv) in Qa, that is, /¿igi+ ' ' '

+fiqgQ=hi in Oa for l^i^p. Since in O^ for l^z'^/z we have

^-Z/ü^ = det|    .
3=1

it suffices to prove that the determinant in the numerator is zero in Oa for

l<i^p.
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Consider xeOa. Since (hu ■ ■ ■ ,hP) is pointwise in M=im(F), the

column vector (hi(x))lâiâll is linearly dependent on the columns of the

matrix (/fj(*))iS<áí„iáíá«- since (/«(*))is<.ySr is nonsingular and

rank(F(x))=r, the last q—r columns of (/,(x))1SíSí,,1S:)Sc are linearly

dependent on the first r columns. Hence the column vector (h{(x))läiäp

is linearly dependent on the columns of the matrix (/,(x))iSiSp,1S3Sr.

Therefore /

//nW    •••   futo    h(x)

detl

l/rlW      •••    /„(*)     Är(x)
Y«W      •••    Uix)     h¿X)

for 1^/^/7 which completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 2.1. Suppose /, • • • ,fgeé>m(Çl). The ideal I generated

byfu '" JQ in £m(Q) is closed in êm(£l) if and only iff\+- ■ -+/2 never

vanishes orf\+- ■ -+f2Q is identically zero.

Proof. Let F=(fAiSjSa. Then rank(F(x))=0 for all x e Q if and only

if f\+' • '+fl is identically zero in O. And rank(F(x))=l for all x e Q

if and only iff\+' • "+/« is never zero in O.

3. Applications.    For F = (/•i)iaiSi,.1Siaa,/ii e Sm(Q.), define
F:[0'm(Ü)]«—[®""(Q)p by

F(S» • • •, St) - (¿AA-.-'-.Í/.a)-
V=l 3 = 1 /

Let Fc:[é'm(Q.)]"^[é"m(D.)Y be the restriction of F to [S'm(QA]". Let

F':[^m(Q)p-^[S>m(Q)p (respectively F;:[^m(ü)p^.[¿""(Q)]«) be the

transpose of F (respectively FA.

Consider F(S1, • • • , S¿j*=(Tx, * • • , T„), that is, the system of division

problems/^!-)-■ ■ ■ +/A= Tt for 1 £i<p, where (Tu ■•;TS))e [^'m(Q)p.

In order that there exist a solution (S^ • • ■ , SA e [3¡'m(Q)]q, it is necessary

that (Tx, ■ ■ ■ , TP) e [ker(F')]1 since im(F)c [ker(F')]x. Equivalently, it is

necessary that every relation between the rows of (/¿3)iSíSí,,iSjS(7 be a

relation between (7\, • • • , Tp), that is, if yxfi+- • -+yPfp=(0, ■ • • , 0)

where ff=(/¿,, ■ ■ ■ ,/a) and y¿ e^m(Q) for l^i^p, then Vi^-f- • ■+

ipPTp = 0. We are interested in those cases where for every (7\, • ■ • , TP) e

[ker(F')]x there exists (Su ■ ■ ■ , Sa) e [S'm(Q)]« satisfying F^, • • ■ , Sa)=

(Fj, • • • , Fp) and thus are led to the following definition.

= 0
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Definition. {@'m(Çl)y> is divisible by F=(/fí)lsíS9>1¡SÍS(I if for every

(F1; ■ •• , TJ e [keriF')]L there exists (S,, •••, SQ) e [^/m(Q)]« with

F(SX, • • • , S$-(TU • • •., T„).

Then [0'm(fí)]»is divisible by F=iftj)1&{&v,1SJSv if and only if im(F)=
[ker(F')]x. A simple partition of unity argument establishes that im(F)=

[ker(F')]1 if and only if im(Fc)= [ker(Fé)]1. The closed range theorem for

Fréchet spaces now provides the link between systems of division problems

for distributions and finitely generated submodules of differentiable func-

tions. For it says that im(Fc)= [ker(F¿)]x if and only if im(F^), which is the

submodule generated by fj, • • ■ , fj,in [¿""(O)]5 where U—iftx, ' ' ' ,fia) f°r

l^i^p, is closed in [«#""(^2)]". Therefore Theorem 2.1 gives the following

result.

Theorem 3.1. [^'m(0)]p is divisible by F=(y¡-3.)1gÍSí,,1S3á3 if and only

z/rank(F(x)) is constant for x e Q.

Corollary 3.1. im(F)=[^'m(Q)]1' where F=(/¿J.)ls¿Sí,.1S3Sí if and

only z/rank(F(x))=/z/or all x e D.

Proof. im(F)= [3>'miQ)Y> if and only if [9'miÇï)Y is divisible by

F and F':[^m(Q)]I>->-[0m(Q)]î is one-to-one. It can be shown that

F':[0m(Q)p->.[^m(!Q)]« is one-to-one if and only if the set of x £ Q for

which rank(F(x))=/z is dense in D. (see [3, Lemma 3.1]). The corollary

now follows immediately from Theorem 3.1.
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